Topic List of Previous Independent Study Projects

Here's a sampling by region of ISPs previously undertaken by students:

**Africa**

- Village Artisanal: Case Study of an Artists' Cooperative in Dakar, Senegal
- Pan Africanist Philosophy and Social Development in Southern Ghana
- Environmental Education and Community Outreach by the Jozani Forest Project, Zanzibar
- Islam and Modern Moroccan Politics
- Empowering Women: Girls' Education Campaigns in Rural Mali
- Development for the People, By the People: Community Based Development Projects in Western Uganda

**Asia and the Pacific:**

- The Dharma of Democratization: Buddhism in Modern Mongolia
- Koala Habitat Protection in New South Wales, Australia
- Dynamics of a Night Market in Ho Chi Minh City: Case Study of Cho Cau Ong Lanh
- Moving Toward a Sustainable Future: Alternative Agriculture in India
- Gamelan Gambang and Gender Wayang: Sacred Music in Bali
- Under the Snow Mountain: Development in Lijiang, China, and Its Effects on Naxi Culture

**Europe:**

- Women in Prague: Hidden Feminism in Post-Communist Society
- Changing Experiences of Violence across Generations in Derry, Northern Ireland
- Minority Languages in Spain: The Role of Euskera and Catalan in Creating Alternative Nationalism
- Russian Spiritual Renaissance and the Buddhist Temple at Ulan-Ude
- Czech Experimental Film: Emergence and Trends

**The Middle East:**

- Doing Omanization Right: Are Today’s Policies Effective?
- The Impact of Education on the Bedouin Community in Wahiba Sands, Oman
- Attitudinal Feminism as a Component of Social Change: Young Women’s Attitudes, Values and Perceptions in Jordanian Society
- Constructing Nationalism in Jordan: Reactions to the “Jordan First” Campaign
Latin America and the Caribbean:

- Manqueira: Meeting Place for Indigenous People in Creara
- "From 'You' to a Big Man": Rights of Passage in Jamaican Male Youth
- To Be Black and Nicaraguan: Racism, Resistance, and Creole Culture
- Flor do Sol Street Theater Group: Creating New Cultural Leaders
- Human Rights and the Chilean Jewish Community
- Labor Relations and Regional Integration in the Southern Cone